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Book Descriptions:

Compressor installation manual

For the correct conditions refer to repair procedures. If contaminated by foreign oil or additives,
such as the wrong or too much UV dye, the refrigerant cycle must be flushed before new parts are
installed. In case Leak Stop, imitation refrigerants or severe contamination are present, flushing is
no longer sufficient and the complete system must be replaced. When flushing the refrigerant cycle
we recommend the use of dedicated flushing equipment. Conditions for flushing are All parts need to
be replaced! When applicable always add the oil in the condenser, receiver dryer or second
evaporator cycle. To recognise which type of oil to use check the compressor identification label,
either attached to the rear or side of the compressor. Mixing with other oils or using universal oil
will reduce the lifetime of a compressor and can cause severe damage. When using other type of oils
than specified, warranty is void. The purpose is to distribute compressor oil and start up lubrication
in order to prevent damage directly after new installation. After removal of the old compressor
check the suction port, discharge port and discharge hose. Depending on the situation found, refer
to procedure 1, 2, 3 or 4. Condition a The system is clean.Use the following calculation to confirm
the correct amount of oil to remove from the compressor. Condition a Incorrect oil or additives are
found.Do not remove oil from the new compressor. Review car manufacturer data to check if it is
necessary to adjust the oil quantity. Condition a Black particles are found in the refrigerant cycle.
Clean the remaining parts of the refrigerant cycle by flushing. Do not remove oil from the new
compressor. Review car manufacturer data to check if it is necessary to adjust the oil quantity.
Condition a Black sludge and metal particles are found in the refrigerant cycle.Cleaning of the
refrigerant cycle is not possible. Review car manufacturer data to check if it is necessary to adjust



the oil quantity.http://angkorphotographyguide.com/userfiles/ezwatch-pro-3_1-manual.xml
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For more information about cookies, privacy and copyright, please refer to our full privacy policy,
visible here. These may include, but are not limited to, mechanical seals, bearings, piston rings,
valves, packings, and other parts showing signs of abuse. This limited warranty is void if any product
or accessory has been serviced or altered by anyone not authorized by Hycomp. Additional warranty
limitations apply. Please see complete warranty policy for details. See complete warranty policy for
details available from the factory.Do not order parts from the general descriptions in this MANUAL.
Ordering directly from Hycomp or a registered vendor will minimize the possibility of receiving
incorrect parts for your COMPRESSOR. 5 4. GENERAL INFORMATION. NOTICE Hycomp
compressors must only be installed B Block AN12, 2AN8, 2AN7B, 2AN3B.The system MUST conform
to all applicable C Block AN20, AN26, WN26, 2AN17, federal, state, local and national standards.
2WN15, 2AN11C, 2AN10C, 2AN13C, AN10C, AN6C, This MANUAL is intended to assist quali ed
technical 2AN3C.AN20D, 2AN35, 2WN35, AN12D, AN17D, AN35D, Hycomp compressors shall only
be serviced and 2AN10D, 2AN15D.Routine inspection and maintenance is highly recommended. 6 E
Block WN72, 2AN61, 2AN76, 2WN61, WN14E, AN20E, This MANUAL covers 2WN13E, 2WN17E,
Ambient Air Compressors inlet source is the 2WN22E, 2AN22E.Gas Compressors compressors
pumping any gas other than air, G Block 2AN40, 2WN40.A Block AN6, AN4A, AN3A, 2AD4A. WN4A,
V Block 3AN44V, 3AN11V. Differences between compressors will be noted in the text.Before
contacting Hycomp, note who you purchased the COMPRESSOR from, who installed it,
INSTALLATION date, the purchase date, and model number. Hycomp identify your COMPRESSOR
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and any special parts and materials that may have been used.Depending upon They require caution
in OPERATION to minimize hazard to the model of the COMPRESSOR and the style of the ones self
and property.http://ctescoa.com/userfiles/ezwatch-pro-4_0-manual.xml

The following is a list of safety gas packing, intake pressures may range up to 300.Some gases are to
service any part of the unit, per OSHA Regulation immediately toxic or corrosive, and may cause
short term or long term damage, or death, to personnel that are exposed to the gas. Only air is
capable 4. The unit must not be operated with any of its safety of supporting life. Gases that are
generally inert guards, shields, or screens removed.Because there is NO SAFE GAS OTHER THAN
AIR, 6. Frequently check pressure relief valves for proper it is imperative that all exposure to
industrial gases be OPERATION. 10 Closely monitored and regulated. Federal mandate requires
speci c procedures must be established for 7. Any changes to the COMPRESSOR operating any
company that deals with industrial gases. This parameters should only be made with the approval
includes, but may not be limited to, gas containment of Hycomp. Contact the factory should a
change be policy, protection required for personnel working necessary. Always check if there are
EPA or OSHA standards that may apply. Ensure all materials used in the COMPRESSOR and
associated plumbing, including coolers, separators, lters, receivers, regulators, piping, etc.PTO Air
Compressor IBI SplitShaft Operators, Installation and Parts Manual 6 SAFETY Do not install a
shutoff valve between the compressor and compressor oil sump. Worn belts, idlers and tensioners
can cause poor cooling system performance due to belt slippage. Use a refrigerant identifier to
verify that the refrigerant in the system is not contaminated with a blend refrigerant or has a high
concentration of air. Warped brackets must be completely straightened or replaced. Leave mounting
bolts loose until all bolts are in place. Tighten bolts equally according to torque specs for that
specific compressor. Do Not OverTighten.

OverTightening Causes Leaks This contaminated oil, as well as moisture and other corrosives must
be removed to avoid premature failure of the replacement compressor. Air alone does not remove
contaminants. Two methods used today are effective in removing oil and contaminants If oil or
refrigerant charges are incorrect, internal damage to the compressor will occur. If uncertain about
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the proper lubricant type or amount, refer to the Capacities Guide, the under hood decal, or an O.E.
service manual. This compressor is charged with 3 ounces of Oil. Must add recommended amount
and type. Scan QR code for application specific oil type and charge. Hydraulic flows based on 4.48
C.I.R. motor requirements at 2600 psig average.While there are standard safety rules, each situation
has its own peculiarities that cannot always be covered by rules. Therefore with your experience and
common sense, you are in a position to ensure your safety. Lack of attention to safety can result in
accidents, personal injury, reduction of efficiency and worst of all Loss of Life. Watch for safety
hazards. Correct them promptly. Use the following safety precautions as a general guide to safe
operation Do not attempt to remove any compressor parts without first relieving the entire system of
pressure. Do not attempt to service any part while machine is operating.Periodically check all safety
devices for proper operation. Do not play with compressed air. Pressurized air can cause serious
injury to personnel. Exercise cleanliness during maintenance and when making repairs.Do not install
safety devices other than authorized BOSS INDUSTRIES replacement devices. Close all openings
and replace all covers and guards before operating compressor unit. Tools, rags, or loose parts must
not be left on the compressor or drive parts. Do not use flammable solvents for cleaning parts. Keep
combustibles out of and away from the Compressor and any associated enclosures.

https://www.interactivelearnings.com/forum/selenium-using-c/topic/16764/boss-br-1180-manual

The owner, lessor, or operator of the Compressor are hereby notified and forewarned that any
failure to observe these safety precautions may result in damage or injury. These decals must be
affixed to the vehicle after it has been painted, trimmed, and undercoat, etc.The decals shall be
placed so as to be clearly visible to the user and service personnel. Figures 1 through 6. Figure 1. To
be placed on visor or dash near startup procedure decal. Sometimes referred to as the separator
element. CFM Refers to the volume of compressed air being produced expressed as cubic feet of air
per minute. LOAD CONTROLLER Sometimes referred to as the engine speed control. OIL SUMP The
first stage of oil separation from compressed air. Also serves as reservoir area for compressor
lubricant and sometimes referred to as the receiver tank. PSI Refers to the operating pressure the
system is set up at, expressed as pounds per square inch. SAFETY VALVE A valve located on the oil
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sump which opens in case of excessive pressure. Sometimes referred to as the popoff or pressure
relief valve. SHUTDOWN SWITCH Works in conjunction with a temperature and pressure
switchgauges, sending a signal to stop the compressor power source in cases of high temperature or
pressure. SIDE MOUNT PTO Power take off gearbox that bolts to the side of the transmission. The
PTO input gear with one of the gears in the vehicle’s transmission. The rotation developed by the
engine drives the transmission which turns the PTO gear box and rotates the PTO output shaft,
driving the compressor. ADAPTER GEAR ASSEMBLY SIDE MOUNT PTO The adapter gear assembly
and the side mount PTO are assembled to the side of the transmission. Typically a PTO box installed
on a manual transmission will require an adapter gear assembly in order to obtain the proper engine
rotation required by the compressor. Most automatic transmissions utilize engine rotation PTO’s.
Consult Boss Industries Inc.

http://gulzarihacegandergisi.com/images/cars-available-with-manual-transmission-2014.pdf

Components include a housing stator, two screws rotors, bearings, and bearing supports. Power
from the engine is transferred to the male rotor through a drive shaft and gears in the gear housing.
The female rotor is driven by the male rotor. There are four lobes on the male rotor while the female
rotor has five roots. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION In operation, two helical grooved rotors mesh to
compress air. Inlet air is trapped as the male lobes roll down the female grooves, pushing trapped
air along, compressing it until it reaches the discharge port in the end of the stator and delivers
smoothflowing, pulsefree air to the receiver. During the compression cycle, oil is injected into the
compressor and serves these purposes 1. Lubricates the rotating parts and bearings. 2. Serves as a
cooling agent for the compressed air. 3. Seals the running clearances. LUBRICATION SYSTEM Oil
from the compressor oil sump, at compressor discharge pressure, is directed through the oil filter,
cooling system, and to the side of the compressor stator, where it is injected into the compressor. At
the same time oil is directed internally to the bearings and shaft seal of the compressor. The oilladen
air is then discharged back into the sump. OIL SUMP Compressed, oilladen air enters the sump from
the compressor. As the oilladen air enters the sump, most of the oil is separated from the air as it
passes through a series of baffles and defusion plates. The oil accumulates at the bottom of the sump
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for recirculation. This valve acts as a backup to protect the system from excessive pressure that
might result from a malfunction. When air is demanded at the service line, it passes through the
coalescer which efficiently provides the final stage of oil separation. OIL RETURN LINE The oil that
is removed by the coalescer accumulates at the bottom of the can and is returned through an oil
return line leading to the compressor.

http://jackson-pr.com/images/carryboy-installation-manual.pdf

MINIMUM PRESSURE ORIFICE The minimum pressure orifice is located at the outlet of the
coalescer head and serves to maintain a minimum discharge pressure of 65 PSIG in operation, which
is required to assure adequate compressor lubrication pressure. OIL FILTER The compressor oil
filter is the fullflow replaceable element type and has a safety bypass built into it. COMPRESSOR
COOLING SYSTEM STANDARD The compressor cooling system consists of an oil cooler remote
mounted aerodynamically designed cooling pressure or a cooler mounted in front of the truck’s
radiator. Oil temperature is controlled by a thermal switch or a valve located down stream of the oil
filter. It is designed to be mounted inside the cab or in a protected area outside of the cab. Operate
compressor within the discharge pressure limits as indicated in specifications section. HOURMETER
The hourmeter records the total number of operating hours. It serves as a guide in following the
recommended inspection and maintenance schedule. The hourmeter will only rum when there is
pressure in the system. The switchgauge ensures safety shutdown in case of excessive operating
temperatures, preventing compressor damage. ELECTRICAL AND SAFETY SYSTEM The BOSS
compressor’s standard electrical system consists of a gauge panel; a remote mount 12 VDC fan
package with fan switch and relay assembly for standard cooling system only; and a resetable
normally closed shutdown switch. These components are integrated together to provide a safety
shutdown system that is activated when extreme high temperature or pressure conditions are
present. When the temperature or pressure exceeds the maximum set parameter of the respective
switchgauge a signal is sent to “trip” the shutdown switch from normally closed to open. This signal
will then shut off the engine in vehicles equipped with a CABLE PTO or disengage the PTO in “HOT
SHIFT” PTO applications.
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ELECTRONIC ENGINE INTERFACE Electronic engine interface for the compressor speed control
incorporates several BOSS supplied electrical components that are chassis specific. A chassis
specific wiring diagram and electrical components are supplied per the vehicle application data at
the time of the order. It is located at the downstream side of the coalescer head and will
automatically bleed the sump to zero pressure when the compressor is disengaged. Blow down time
interval takes between 30 to 60 seconds. CONTROL SYSTEM The prime component of the
compressor control system is the compressor inlet valve. The control system is designed to match air
supply to air demand and to prevent excessive discharge pressure when compressor is at idle.
Control of air delivery is accomplished by the inlet valve regulation and modulation as directed by
the discharge pressure regulator. DISCHARGE PRESSURE REGULATOR VALVE This valve, located
on the coalescer head is used to set the desired discharge pressure within the operating pressure
range. Turning the regulator screw clockwise increases the working pressure, a counterclockwise
movement of the screw reduces the working pressure. This system has a maximum operating
pressure of 175 psi. NOTE Most air tools operating pressure range is between 90 and 125 psi.
Operating above the tools recommended pressures will decrease the life of the tool. Higher
operating pressure can also over torque nut and bolts fatiguing the fastener and mating parts.
Strictly adhere to tool operating pressures and torque standards set forth by the tool manufacturer
and the specifications of the equipment that work is being performed on. For the working pressure
range of your machine, refer to applicable data in “Specifications”. The pressure regulator, mounted
on the coalescer head, operates as follows 1. As the demand for air decreases, the receiver pressure
rises.

http://www.magicapro.it/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162842a328c9
d2---Buick-regal-2011-manual.pdf

When this pressure exceeds the set point of the pressure regulator, the regulator opens sending a
secondary pressure signal to the inlet valve, and in case of two speed, engine speed controls, a timer
is activated to slow the engine down to compressor idle. The poppet valve moves towards the valve
inlet seat against the force of the modulating spring inside the valve. The importance of performing
the maintenance described herein cannot be over emphasized. The periodic maintenance procedures
to be performed on the equipment covered by this manual are listed below. It should be understood
that the intervals between inspections specified are maximum interval. More frequent inspections
should be made if the unit is operating in a dusty environment, in high ambient temperature, or in
other unusual conditions. A planned program of periodic inspection and maintenance will help
avoided premature failure and costly repairs. Daily visual inspections should become a routine. The
LUBRICATION AND MAINTENANCE CHART lists serviceable items on this compressor package.
The items are listed according to their frequency of maintenance, followed by those items which
need only “As Required” maintenance. The maintenance time intervals are expressed in hours. The
hourmeter shows the total number of hours your compressor has run. Use the hourmeter readings
for determining your maintenance schedules. Perform the maintenance at multiple intervals of the
hours shown. For example, when the hourmeter shows “100” on the dial, all items listed under
“EVERY 10 HOURS” should be serviced for the tenth time, and all items under “EVERY 50 HOURS”
should be serviced for the second time, and so on.N o t e a ny c ha nge fr o m t he no r ma l r e a d
ing a nd d e t e r mine t he c a us e. O R D A I LY 3. C he c k fo r o il a nd a ir le a k s. 4. C he c k s a
fe t y c ir c uit s w it c he s.NOTE Compressor oil and filter is to be changed after the first 50 hours
of operation.

5571818.com/userfiles/files/bose-wave-radio-ii-user-manual.pdf

Due to the impossibility of establishing limits on all physical and chemical properties of lubricants
which can affect their performance in the compressor over a broad range of environmental
influences, the responsibility for recommending and consistently furnishing a suitable heavy duty
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lubricant must rest with the individual supplier if they choose not to use the recommended BOSS
INDUSTRIES rotary screw lubricant. The lubricant supplier’s recommendation must, therefore, be
based upon not only the following general characteristics, but also upon his own knowledge of the
suitability of the recommended lubricant in PTO helical screw type air compressors operating in the
particular environment involved. Contains foam suppressors. Contains oxidation
stabilizer.COMPRESSOR OIL SUMP FILL, LEVEL, AND DRAIN Before adding or changing
compressor oil make sure that the sump is completely relieved of pressure. A drain plug is provided
at the bottom of the sump. The proper oil level, when unit is shut down and has had time to settle, is
at the midpoint of the oil sightglass. The truck must be level when checking the oil. DO NOT
OVERFILL. The oil sump capacity is given in “Compressor Specifications”.AIR INTAKE FILTER The
air intake filter is a heavyduty twostage dry type high efficiency filter designed to protect the
compressor from dust and foreign objects. The filter is equipped with an evacuator cup for
continuous dust ejection while operating and when stopped. Frequency of maintenance of the filter
depends on dust conditions at the operating site. The filter element must be serviced when clogged
maximum pressure drop for proper operation is 15” H2O. This is a single piece unit that requires
replacement when it fails to remove the oil from the discharge air, or pressure drop across it
exceeds 15 PSI. Dirty oil clogs the element and increases the pressure drop across it. To replace
element proceed as follows 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Shutdown compressor and wait for complete blow down zero pressure. Disconnect drain line. Turn
element counterclockwise for removal viewing element from bottom. Install new rubber seal in head
and supply a film of fluid directly to seal. Rotate element clockwise by hand until element contacts
seal viewing element from bottom. 6. Rotate element approximately one more turn clockwise with
band wrench near the top of element. 7. Reconnect drain line. 8. Run system and check for leaks.
NOTE When connecting drain line care must be taken to hold onto canister nut securely when
tightening the hose fitting.Do not use tools to tighten the filter. 4. Check for leaks in operation.The
following procedure has been recommended by the vendor who supplies the cooler 1. 2. 3. 4.
Remove cooler. Circulate a suitable solvent to dissolve and remove varnish and sludge. Flush
generously with BOSS INDUSTRIES compressor lubricant. Cover has the seal and snap ring
assembled in it. 3. Press old snap ring and seal off the cover for assembly of new seal. 4. Pull seal
wear sleeve off shaft with puller, adding heat to one area only on wear sleeve will help enlarge and
aid in it’s removal. 5. Clean shaft and surface of bearing removing all burrs from shaft where the
wear sleeve gets installed. 6. Press new wear sleeve on to shaft. Slightly lubricate the assembly tool
on the external surface and add Loctite 573 to seal cover. 10. Install cover, seal and snap ring
assembly, over shaft and assembly tool. Note Assembly tool is slip fit on shaft and allows new seal in
cover to slide on to wear sleeve without cutting the lip of shaft seal. Reinstall the dirt ring retainer
once the new seal and cover assembly is in place. 11. Place seal cover against rotor casting paying
attention not to damage the seal and slide off assembly tool. 12. Screw down the socket head
retaining bolts on the cover with a torque of 25Nm. 13. Reinstall companion flange, key and drive
shaft assembly.

PTO The PTO should be serviced in accordance with the PTO manual. The SAE sidemount type of
PTO is lubricated by the transmission oil and thus requires little maintenance. The troubleshooting
procedures to be performed on the equipment are listed below. Each symptom of trouble for a
component or system is followed by a list of probable causes of the trouble and suggested
procedures to be followed to identify the cause. In general, the procedures listed should be
performed in the order in which they are listed, although the order may be varied if the need is
indicated by conditions under which the trouble occurred. In any event, the procedures which can be
performed in the least amount of time and with the least amount of removal or disassembly of parts,
should be performed first. TRUCK ENGINE WILL NOT START Most problems in this area will not be
connected with the compressor, and should therefore be checked out with the engine manual.



Manual transmissions require our safety shutdown switch to shut off the engine in cases of high
temperature or pressure. If this occurs the truck can be restarted by pushing in the reset button on
the shutdown switch. In most cases this switch is located in the 1.5” discharge line between the
compressor and the receiver tank. Trucks that have automatic transmissions that use hot shift PTO’s
should be wired so the PTO disengages in the event of a safety shutdown instead of shutting off the
truck engine. If it is popped out, it had opened the circuit and will need to be reset. Push the button
in to reset it. Coalescer plugged up. Faulty safety valve. Faulty regulator regulator air pressure
signal is not getting to inlet valve 3. Hi pressure shutdown at compressor idle A. Inlet valve leaking
or open B. Faulty regulator SUMP PRESSURE DOES NOT BLOW DOWN If after the compressor is
shutdown, pressure does not automatically blow down, check for 1. Automatic blow down valve may
be inoperative at coalescer head. 2.

Blockage in air line from side of inlet valve to blow down valve. 3. Muffler at blow down clogged. OIL
CONSUMPTION Abnormal oil consumption or oil in service line, check for the following 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
6. Over filling of oil sump. Leaking oil lines or oil cooler. Plugged oil return line check entire line, to
the compressor. Defective coalescer element. Compressor shaft seal leakage. COALESCER
PLUGGING If the coalescer element has to be replaced frequently because it is plugging up, it is an
indication that foreign material may be entering the compressor inlet or the compressor oil is
breaking down. Compressor oil can break down prematurely for a number or reasons. 1 Extreme
operating temperature, 2 negligence in draining condensate from oil sump, 3 using the improper
type of oil, 4 dirty oil, 5 oil return line plugged. The complete air inlet system should be checked for
leaks. HIGH COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE 1. Check compressor oil level. The decal
should be attached to the dashboard or visor of the truck where it will be visible to the driver. Cable
shift PTO’s require the use of decal 300045. The truck should be as close to level as possible when
operating.Failure to follow the instructions, procedures, and safety precautions in this manual may
result in accidents and injuries. Install, use, and operate this air compressor only in full compliance
with all pertinent O.S.H.A. requirements and all pertinent Federal, State, and Local codes or
requirements and with BOSS INDUSTRIES, Inc.GENERAL The overall installation of the BOSS
INDUSTRIES PTO air compressor lends itself well to staging. By handling the installation in various
stages, the job becomes much easier and efficient. The following sequence should be adhered to
when installing a BOSS INDUSTRIES PTO compressor All trucks should be road tested prior to
installing BOSS INDUSTRIES equipment to determine if trucks have any prior problems. 1. Install
the PTO 2.

Install the compressor and the mounting bracket 3. Install the drive shaft 4. Install the oil cooler 5.
Install the oil sump 6. Install the coalescer assembly 7. Install the oil filter 8. Install the air cleaner 9.
Prepare and install the hoses 10. Prepare and install the electrical components 11. Prestart up
inspection tests 12. Initial startup and test The chassis should be scrutinized for the best location of
the compressor and it’s components with the least amount of relocating equipment previously
mounted on the chassis. In most applications, the driver’s side is the preferred side, due to the
exhaust tubing typically located on the right side. However, if there is only one PTO opening on the
transmission, there is no choice. The compressor and mounting bracket is designed for 8060 UBI
application of either side. In order to ensure long, troublefree service of the drive line to the
compressor, the compressor must be located such that the angle requirements of the driveshaft are
met. The air compressor requires rotation on the output shaft of the PTO clockwise looking at the
compressor shaft and typically a low shaft PTO is most suitable. Most manual transmissions will
require an adapter gear assembly to get the proper rotation to the compressor. When installing on
Allison automatic transmissions the Chelsea Hot Switch PTO is recommended. Because of the high
level of engine vibration encountered by the PTO, particular attention must be given to proper
tightening of all studs, nuts, and cap screws. Tighten to PTO manual specifications. The air
compressor requires engine rotation on the output shaft of PTO counterclockwise looking at PTO



shaft. Failure to run the compressor in the proper rotation will damage the compressor and void the
warranty. 2. INSTALL COMPRESSOR AND MOUNTING BRACKET The location on the frame rail is
determined by the following factors 1.Does the drive shaft reach the compressor when the drive
shaft is assembled using the supplied components.

The maximum length is a function of shaft speed and the true operating angles. 2.Can the proper
operating angles see chart be obtained and are there any obstructions between the compressor and
PTO, i.e. crossmembers, transmission bulges, etc. 3.Is there clearance to route the compressor
intake hose and do you have acceptable ground clearance in your final compressor location. Clamp
the compressormounting bracket to the chassis frame. Using an angle finder, angle the compressor
such that the compressorinput shaft is parallel to the PTO output shaft. Comparing the PTO output
shaft to the compressor input shaft the compressor must be located such that the true operating
angles of the driveline are met. The angle of the PTO output shaft can be measured before the end
yoke is on the PTO shaft. The shorter the driveline the smaller the allowable side and top offsets of
the two shaft centerlines. The PTO box should have the end yoke installed and the splined slip yoke
assembly should attach to the PTO end yoke. A premade welded tube and tube yoke assembly is
supplied in the optional driveline kit. Welding of the slip tube shaft into the tube and yoke assembly
is required and should be preformed at a qualified Spicer driveshaft distributor. The shaft must meet
the minimum balance and run out specifications required by Spicer. Ensure the PTO yoke is engaged
onto the PTO shaft so the setscrew in the end yoke lines up with the middle of the undercut on PTO
shaft. Install the setscrew so it bottoms out in this groove and secure with the supplied mechanics
wire. The fan is a pulltype, pulling air through the cooler and past the motor. The motor is designed
to run in one direction note direction arrow decal on motor. Be sure to connect the wires for proper
rotation. The black and white fan motor wire lead is hot. The plain black wire motor lead is ground.
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